cannot be accessed (phonological encoding), because information decays in a phonological output buffer, or, we suggest, because of an articulatory planning deficit. If a sequence of phonemes is too complex to be produced, it may be simplified by deleting, inserting, substituting, or transposing phonemes. The presence of phonological errors, therefore, by itself, is not diagnostic of the locus of patient's impairment. Not only could phonological errors arise from different kinds of phonological impairment, but they could also arise because of an articulatory planning deficit.
This study analyzes in detail the phonological errors of a single aphasic patient-DB. We use the descriptive term phonological errors without implying any commitment to the functional locus of damage. Our aim is not so much to establish the exact locus of the patient's deficit, even if a precise hypothesis will be advanced, but, instead, to show the impact of linguistic constraints on DB's errors. This will enable both a better characterization of those contexts that the patient finds most difficult-and that, therefore, are most likely to elicit errors-and a better characterization of the linguistic universals underlying the distribution of linguistic structures in the languages of the world.
It has long been recognized that the ''best'' syllable is one made up by a single consonant in the onset and a vowel (CV). A complex onset (CCV), a coda (CVC), or the lack of an onset (V) can all be considered to add a degree of complexity to the basic CV template. Following this principle, one can derive the following ranking of complexity for syllable templates (see Kaye & Lowenstamm, 1981; Clements & Keyser, 1983 ):
1. CV 2. V, CCV, CVC 3. VC, CCVC 4. VCC.
The empirical evidence for a hierarchy of syllable templates stems mainly from syllable distributions-a simpler syllable should occur more often in the languages of the world and-from what are called implicational universals-if a language allows a template of a given complexity, it should also allow the simpler templates. The errors made by aphasic patients, however, have also lent some support to such a hierarchy of syllable templates.
Studies that have looked at linguistic constraints on errors made by aphasics were pioneered by Blumstein (1973 Blumstein ( , 1978 , who established a number of important generalizations confirmed by later studies (see Beland, 1990; Beland, Caplan, & Nespoulous, 1990; Beland, Paradis, & Bois, 1993; Buckingham, 1986; Ferreres, 1990; Nespoulous, Joanette, Beland, Caplan, & Lecours, 1984) . In particular, she noted that deletion and insertion errors are constrained by syllabic context. Deletions occur mainly in complex onsets (e.g., /tre.no/ Ͼ /te.no/) or in coda (/sfor.tso/ Ͼ /sfo.tso/) (examples are taken from DB) and very rarely involve a vowel or a consonant in simple onsets. Insertions occur mainly at the beginning of a word starting with a vowel (e.g., /A.pri.le/ Ͼ /pa.pri.le/) or to break the sequence of two vowels (a hiatus, e.g., /ne.o/ Ͼ /ne.no/). All these errors can be explained as simplifications of syllable structure: complex onsets, codas, onsetless syllables, and hiatuses are eliminated and replaced by simpler CV syllables.
DB's deletion and insertion errors have characteristics similar to those described above and can also be explained in terms of a hierarchy of syllable templates. The main aim of this study, however, is to apply to DB's errors a finer-grained principle of syllabic complexity. Clements (1990) , following other phonologists like Vennemann (1988) and Basbøll (1977) , has argued that a hierarchy of CV syllable templates is inadequate to capture the full range of linguistic facts. He has argued that syllables should be ranked not only according to the structural properties of their components (e.g., whether they have an onset, whether or not the onset is complex, etc.), but also according to the nature of the segments in the syllabic components (e.g., whether an obstruent or a fricative is in the onset). He has formulated a formal principle: the Sonority Dispersion Principle that by exploiting a property of segments-sonority-establishes the relative complexity of any syllable type, even within the same syllable template.
To apply the Sonority Dispersion Principle (henceforth SDP) to aphasia is interesting for a number of reasons. First of all, finding a correspondence between what is predicted by the SDP and the errors of an aphasic patient would support the validity of this principle and would encourage performance models to take it into consideration. Second, it would provide aphasiology with a much finer metric of complexity which would allow a much more precise characterization of a patient's speech. Finally, given the dysarthric quality of DB's speech, to find a correspondence between his errors and the SDP would suggest that this principle has articulatory underpinnings.
The rest of the introduction is divided into three main sections that together provide the theoretical apparatus necessary for our analyses of DB's errors. First, we will introduce sonority and sonority-based notions of complexity. Second, we will discuss applications of the SDP to aphasia. Third and finally, we will briefly sketch a model of speech production and see which role the SDP may play in this model.
Syllabic Complexity
Sonority. It has long been noticed that not all combinations of sounds occur as syllables in the languages of the world. For example, while combinations like /pla/, /pra/, /pan/, and /pya/ occur quite frequently, combinations such as /mta/, /npa/, and /lta/ occur very infrequently, if at all. To account for these kinds of generalizations, Sievers (1901) , Jespersen (1922) , and others introduced the notion of sonority. Sonority has been defined either in terms of ease of perception (the higher the sonority, the higher the salience (Price, 1980) ) or in terms of ease of articulation (the higher the sonority, the more open the vocal tract (Lindblom, 1983; Keating, 1983) ). A formal definition of sonority as a single, underived property has proved elusive (see Clements, 1990 ). All sounds, however, can be ranked on a scale according to the degree in which they possess the property of ''sonority'' with only minimal disagreement. Table 1 represents an example of a sonority scale for Italian segments. Vowels are the most sonorous segments of all; unvoiced stops the least sonorous. Some of the distinctions represented in this scale are more widely accepted than others. For example, not all the proposed sonority scales make a distinction between the liquids /r/ and /l/ or a distinction between voiced and unvoiced stops. We have included these distinctions both on the basis of preexisting evidence (e.g., Steriade, 1982) and because they are supported by DB's error pattern, as we will show. The notion of sonority provides a way of defining the syllable. According to the Sonority Sequencing Principle (Sievers, 1901; Jespersen, 1922) a syllable is a string of sounds organized in such a way that sonority rises from the beginning to a peak and then falls (vowels always correspond to syllabic peaks since they have the highest sonority value). For example, the sequence of sounds /t r a p/ makes a syllable since sonority increases steadily from /t/ to /r/ and from /r/ to /a/ and then drops. The sequence of sounds corresponding to /r t a p/, on the other hand, is not a legal syllable because there is a drop in sonority between the beginning of the syllable and the peak. This explains why sequences like /trya/ or /tya/ or /ta/ are acceptable syllables in many languages while syllables like /ltka/ or /rka/ are found very rarely, if at all.
Sonority-based hierarchies of complexity. The Sonority Sequencing Principle explains why certain syllables are acceptable while others are not. It does not explain, however, why certain syllable types are far more common than others. Harris (1983) , for example, has noted that while /pra/ and /pla/ are widely attested, /pna/ and /pma/ are not, even if they do not violate the sonority principle. To account for this fact Harris (1983) has proposed that each language requires a minimal distance in sonority between the consonants that make up an onset. Spanish, like English, would accept onsets made up by an obstruent and a liquid such as /pla/ and /tra/, since obstruents and liquids are separated by two main steps on the sonority scale. It would not accept, instead, onsets made up by an obstruent and a nasal such as /pna/ or /tma/ since obstruents and nasals are only one step apart on the sonority scale. Clements (1990) , Basbøll (1977) , and Vennemann (1988) , among others, have tried to extend the principle of Minimal Distance proposed by Harris in order to rank not only onsets, but all types of syllabic configurations. Here we will discuss Clements' theory, which, in our opinion, most successfully accounts for the relative complexity of syllable configurations (for an alternative theory of the same phenomena, see Cairns and Feinstein (1982) ). Clements' SDP states that ''The sonority profile of the optimal syllable type rises maximally and steadily from the beginning to the peak, and falls minimally from the peak to the end.'' This principle, therefore, assumes that greater differences in sonority are to be preferred, not only between members of a complex onset, but also between a consonant in the onset and the following vowel. Clements, moreover, hypothesizes that, whereas greater differences in sonority are preferred between segments in the onset and the nucleus, smaller differences in sonority are preferred between the nucleus and the segments in coda. Thus, /ta/ is better then /ra/ in the initial part of the syllable, since the rise in sonority is steeper in /ta/ than in /ra/, but the opposite is true for the final part of a syllable. Here /ar/ is better than /at/ because a more gentle decline in sonority is preferred. Maximization of the sonority slope in onset and minimization of the sonority slope in coda create sonority ''drops'' between syllables that may be perceptually and, possibly, articulatorily useful (see Mehler, Dommergues, Fraunfelder, & Segui, 1981) . All syllables can be ranked according to the SDP. Table 2 represents a hierarchy of Italian syllabic configurations as derived from the SDP. Distinct hierarchies are derived for the initial and the final part of the syllable and for simple and complex onsets. As is generally accepted, CV onsets are considered simpler than CCV onsets.
The optimal syllables are those made up by an obstruent and a vowel (OV) as in /pa/, /ta/, or /ka/ since they have the maximum possible difference in sonority between the onset and the nucleus. The worst syllable is one made up by a liquid, a glide, and a vowel (LGV) since in the onset there is only one step difference in sonority between the liquid and the glide. According to Clements, OLV syllables are to be preferred over OGV syllables, even if sonority rises the same amount between the margin and the following peak, because equal differences in sonority are preferred over unequal sonority Clements (1990) With the SDP, Clements provides a single, formal principle which aims to explain the relative complexity of any syllable type. At present, the physical correlates of sonority and of sonority-based hierarchies of complexity are not completely clear. This, however, does not mean that there are none. Clements, in fact, states ''Given the remarkable similarity among sonority constraints in different and widely separated languages, we might expect that sonority could be related to one or more invariant physical or psychoacoustic parameters'' (Clements, 1990, p. 290) . The relation between a phonological and a phonetic definition of sonority raises issues that have also been debated for other phonological concepts. Let us take for example phonological features. While a general attempt has been made to relate phonological features to articulatory configurations (e.g., Chomsky and Halle, 1968) , these attempts have been only partially successful. The fact that, at present, some features elude a precise phonetic definition, however, neither diminishes their value in accounting for linguistic generalizations, nor implies that they have no articulatory correlates.
Clements argues in favor of his hierarchy of syllabic configurations mainly on the basis of cross-linguistic data. If a language includes a syllable type of a given complexity, generally, it includes all syllable types of lower complexity. If the SDP has articulatory correlates, however, it should also be able to predict the errors made by patients with articulatory difficulties, as well as the order in which syllables are acquired by children. Previous studies. Although no study has yet provided systematic support for a metric of complexity based on sonority, the notion of sonority, and the SDP have already been applied to an explanation of aphasics' errors Buckingham, 1986; Christman, 1992 Christman, , 1994 . Buckingham (1986) first observed that aphasics avoid inserting or deleting a segment if this results in a syllabic configuration which is more complex in terms of sonority. He also noted that aphasics have difficulty with hiatuses which lack a contrast in sonority between the two adjacent segments (Buckingham, 1990) . Beland et al. (1990) , have also noted that their patient, RL, deletes the liquid and not the obstruent in OLV syllables. This maximizes the difference in sonority between the margin and the nucleus and thus produces a better syllable.
Other studies have attempted to apply the notion of sonority to aphasia in a more systematic way. Christman (1992) has shown that the neologistic production of jargonaphasic patients respects the SDP. Because this may simply indicate a respect for phonotactic constraints, Christman (1994) has analyzed errors from the same populations in relation to their outcome in terms of sonority. Considering all errors, 53% did not change sonority, 27% resulted in a better configuration, and 20% resulted in a worse configuration. These results are poor, but could well be attributed to the fact that jargonaphasics are not an appropriate population to test the effects of the SDP. Their errors are likely to have a lexical locus and here syllabic simplifications are not expected. Another study which examined the effects of sonority in aphasia is that of Bastiaanse, Gilbers, and Van der Linde (1994) . They found that a group of four conduction aphasics made more substitution errors that changed sonority compared to a group of six Broca's aphasics. There are, however, a number of problems with this study: (1) the difference between the two groups was barely significant; (2) more substitutions that changed sonority in conduction aphasics could be attributed to a more severe impairment in this population (sonority changes often involve multiple feature transformations); (3) finally and crucially, the authors failed to consider whether the errors resulted in a better or worse syllabic configuration. If sonority has an articulatory basis, in fact, we may expect sonority substitutions to result in simplifications more often in Broca's than in conduction aphasics.
The present study aims to address the limitations of these previous studies by applying a sonority-based notion of syllabic complexity systematically to an analysis of all the phonological errors produced by an articulatorily disfluent patient. Our general predictions is that DB's errors will show a clear trend toward producing syllabic configurations which are better (less complex) than the target in terms of sonority dispersion.
A Model of Speech Production
We have discussed principles of syllabic complexity and their application to aphasia. We can ask now how these notions fit with a model of word production. We will assume, as a frame of reference, a production model similar to the one outlined by Levelt (see Levelt, 1992; Butterworth, 1992) . We assume that, in the lexicon, phoneme order is represented by linking each phoneme to a ''place-holder'' or ''timing unit.'' In autosegmental phonology these units are represented either as a sequence of abstract Xs (see Goldsmith, 1990; Kenstowicz, 1994) or as a sequence of consonants and vowels (Clements & Keyser, 1983) . For example, (a) c a r p e t (b) c a r p e t
Since syllabic structure is totally recoverable from a given sequence of segments, we assume that timing units in the lexicon are not linked to syllabic positions. The lexical level, however, will have to provide some minimal information about stress since in many languages (Italian and English among them) stress can be an idiosyncratic property of a lexical representation (compare, in Italian /'ancora/ (anchor) vs. /an'cora/ (again)). We hypothesize that segments are copied from the lexicon into a phonological output buffer (see Levelt, 1992; Buckingham, 1986) . Here, phonemes are syllabified and other parameters relevant to production are set (loudness, register, intonation, etc.). We assume that: (1) a prosodic node in the lexicon controls the creation of a corresponding number of syllable nodes in the buffer; (2) segments are selected one by one and linked to syllable positions (onset, nucleus, coda); (3) syllable positions, in turn, are linked to syllable nodes.
We propose that the model sketched above should be augmented by reference to the SDP which, in any given language, establishes the maximum allowed degree of complexity. Greek, for example, allows onsets made up of an obstruent and a nasal (e.g., /pn/), while English does not. If the degree of complexity allowed by the language of the speaker is exceeded, as in the case of a foreign or borrowed word, then, the syllabification of a segment is blocked and the phonological representation is simplified though the deletion, substitution, or insertion of segments (see Calabrese, 1995) . We assume, moreover, that the maximum allowed degree of complexity depends not only on the language of the speaker, but also on his articulatory capacities. In the case of children or brain-damaged patients, the allowed degree of complexity can, on occasions, be inferior to that tolerated by the language. In these cases, we assume that the representation can be simplified through similar procedures.
Language specific syllabification procedures. While the SDP accounts for a great number of linguistic facts, there are some noticeable exceptions. To account for them, phonologists have assumed that there are, besides core syllabification procedures, language specific procedures that deal with the syllabification of sounds which violate sonority principles (Steriade, 1982; Levin, 1985; Clements, 1990) . We assume that in Italian there are three cases of this type: the syllabification of /s/ in onset, the syllabification of /s/ in coda, and the syllabification of geminates.
Like English, Italian has onsets made up by sϩobstruents (e.g., /stanko/ (tired); /skremare/ (to skim)). These onsets violate both the Sonority Sequencing Principle and the SDP since sonority decreases instead of increasing after the /s/. Some linguists have assumed that in these cases, /s/ is adjoined to the onset by a special rule insensitive to the sonority of segments (see Harris (1983) and Steriade (1982) , among others). Italian does not allow complex codas. The distribution of simple codas can be neatly accounted for by assuming that the level of complexity allowed by the SDP excludes obstruents.
1 There is evidence, however, that both /s/ (an obstruent) and the first member of a geminate obstruent are syllabified in coda positions.
The fact that after a vowel, /s/ is syllabified in coda and not in onset (e.g., /as.ta/ and not /*a.sta/) is demonstrated by the fact that, for the purpose of rules of stress assignment and other rules, the syllable preceding /s/ acts as a closed syllable, that is, as a syllable with a coda (for evidence from English see Davis (1987) ; for evidence from Italian, see Davis (1990) and Chierchia (1986) 2 ; for some experimental evidence, see Treiman, Gross, and CwikielGlavin (1992) ). We will assume that a single procedure, which is insensi-1 This generalization holds only for the native Italian lexicon. There are a small set of loan words from Latin, Greek, and other languages that contain obstruents in coda position, e.g., /kaptare/, /kaptzioso/, /ektzema/, /afgano/, /Trotzkista/.
2 Davis (1990) has proposed that the distribution of the Italian masculine definite articles: ''il'' and ''lo'' can be explained by assuming that ''il'' is used before a consonant in the onset, ''lo'' in all other cases. Words beginning with an /s/ cluster are exceptional since they take ''lo'' and not ''il'' (e.g., lo stanzone, lo stimolo, lo smalto, etc.) . This is consistent with the hypothesis that these words do not start with a complex onset configuration. It is assumed, instead, that /s/ is attached as a coda to the vowel of the preceding syllable (e.g., lo smalto Ͼ los.mal.to). In these cases, therefore, ''lo'' would be followed by a consonant in the coda and not by a consonant in the onset. The phenomenon of syntactic doubling occurs when a word beginning with a single consonant is preceded by a word ending with a stressed vowel (e.g., palto' pulito; citta' triste). In these cases, the beginning consonant of the second word is geminated to close the preceding syllable in compliance with stress assignment rules (pal.top.pu.li.to; cit.tat.tris.te). Chierchia (1986) has noted that the phenomenon of syntactic doubling does not occur with words beginning with an /s/ cluster. This is consistent with the hypothesis that the /s/ is extrasyllabic and is incorporated as the coda of the preceding syllable, thus making syntactic doubling unnecessary (e.g., citta' sporca Ͼ cit.tas.por.ca).
tive to sonority constraints, syllabifies /s/ both in onset and coda: an unsyllabified /s/ is incorporated as the coda of an adjacent syllable to the left, if available (e.g., /as.ta/), otherwise as the onset of an adjacent syllable to the right (e.g., /stan.ko/; /per.spi.ka.tʃe/). This allows us to maintain the generalization that, in Italian, the SDP excludes obstruents in coda.
Finally, there are good reasons to believe that the first member of a geminate is syllabified as the coda of the preceding syllable (e.g., /trat.to/ (tract); /top.pa/ (patch)). This evidence, again, comes mainly from stress assignment rules which treat the syllable preceding the geminate as a closed syllable (see Kenstowicz, 1994; Goldsmith, 1990) . This means, however, that in the case of a geminate obstruent, an obstruent will be in coda in violation of the generalization proposed above. It has often been noted, however, that linked configurations have idiosyncratic properties (e.g., Schein & Steriade, 1986) . The presence of an obstruent geminate in coda, therefore, could be part of a general relaxation of syllabic constraints for geminates (see Ito (1988) ; see also Goldsmith (1990) and Clements (1990) for further discussion of these issues).
In assessing whether DB's pattern of errors conforms to the SDP, it would be interesting to see whether it also conforms to its exceptions. If we find that it does, this would strengthen the correspondence between DB's errors and the linguistic phenomena that, so far, have been the domain of explanation of the SDP. This will add to a demonstration that the same principles of complexity which govern the distribution of syllable types within and between languages also apply to language loss in aphasia.
CASE REPORT
DB is an Italian patient in his early 40s with some college education. He suffered a stroke to his left hemisphere while scuba diving. A CT scan showed an extensive left fronto-parietal lesion, both superficial and deep. He was tested at the Neuropsychological Service of the Catholic University of Rome for a period of several months. At the time that this study was carried out, he was 6 years postonset and his condition remained stable during testing. The pattern of deletion errors made by DB has previously been described in Calabrese and Romani (1991) .
DB's spontaneous speech is typical of a Broca's aphasic. It is very limited and effortful. It consists mainly of content words (function words are very rarely produced) and there are frequent inflectional errors. Disfluencies can be observed both between and within words and suggest articulatory difficulties. Phonemic paraphasias are frequent and are the focus of this paper. At least clinically, DB does not produce distorted or slurred phonemes, but, since his speech has not undergone a spectrographic analysis, we cannot rule out the possibility that some of what are perceived as phonological errors are, in fact, articulatory in nature.
DB shows no problems with voluntary movements involving the face and the mouth (bucco-facial apraxia). He carried out correctly 10 out of 10 verbal commands such as ''blow a kiss'' or ''chatter your teeth.'' The experimenter had to demonstrate the required action for only one of them. He also performed correctly 10 out of 10 bucco-sequential movements (such as protruding and spreading the lips or alternatingly touching the two corners of the mouth with the tongue). Verbal agility, as measured by repetition of the word ''camomilla'' in a unit of time, was within the lower normal range.
DB's lack of bucco-facial apraxia, together with the presence of many syllabic simplifications and with DB's inconsistent production of phonemes depending on context, exclude a peripheral impairment of motor implementation (sometimes referred to as dysarthria or anarthria, e.g., Pierre Marie (1906) ). They point, instead, to a more central deficit either in articulatory programming or in the phonological representations that serve as input for articulatory programming. If DB suffers from a deficit of articulatory programming, his difficulties are severe enough to affect the production of syllabic configurations, but they are not severe enough to affect the production of phonemes independently of context.
Comprehension
Clinically, DB appears able to follow a conversation and to carry out simple commands. His comprehension of single words is good. In a task that required him to match an auditorily presented noun to a picture presented along with phonological and semantic distractors, DB was 98% (39/40) correct. On a written version of the same task, he was 90% (36/40) correct. On a sentence-picture matching task with two alternatives including simple active and passive sentences, he was 77% correct (46/60). He was 85% correct (17/20) with the semantic distractors, 80% correct (16/20) with the morphological distractors, and 65% correct (13/20) with the syntactic distractors. In a written version of the same task, he was 89% correct overall (40/45). He was 93% correct (14/15) with semantic distractors, 93% correct (14/ 15) with morphological distractors, and 80% correct (12/15) with syntactic distractors.
Auditory Discrimination
DB was unimpaired on several tests of his phonological discrimination capacity. He was given two same/different tasks involving pairs of nonsense syllables (/trIn/, /drIn/, /crIn/, /grIn/, /prIn/, and /brIn/). In one task, the two syllables were presented auditorily one after the other and the patient had to say ''same'' or ''different.'' In the second task, one syllable was spoken and the other written on a card. In both tasks, the syllables of the nonmatching trials differed on either voicing, place of articulation, or both. In the first task, DB made 3/60 errors, in the second task he made 4/60 errors. This performance is within the normal range (0-10 for a group of 50 normal speakers, for both tasks).
A second same-different phonological discrimination task involved pairs of words presented auditorily with a brief pause between them. On half of the trials, the two words were the same; on the other half they were different. The purpose of this task was to rule out the possibility that at least a proportion of the errors produced by DB in repetition were due to an auditory discrimination impairment. The pairs for the nonmatching trials were, therefore, constructed keeping in mind the speech errors produced by the patient. There were 430 matching pairs and 430 nonmatching pairs. Of the nonmatching pairs, 180 pairs differed by a single phoneme in the root (100 on a vowel, and 80 on a consonant) and 250 pairs differed by a single phoneme in the suffix (100 on a vowel and 150 on a consonant). Again, DB's performance was very good. Overall, he was 97% (836/860) correct. He was also 97% (417/430) correct on the nonmatching trials. All the errors were made when the two words differed by a consonant: four errors were made when the different consonant was in the root and nine errors when the different consonant was in the suffix. Two normal controls matched to DB for age and education were 99 and 97% correct, respectively.
Phonological Short-Term Memory
DB showed signs of a reduced phonological STM. He repeated correctly 76% (34/45) of single words, but only 60% (6/10) of two-word lists and 0% (0/10) of three-word lists. With nonwords, he repeated correctly 83% single nonwords (15/18), 30% (3/10) of two-nonword lists, and 0% (0/10) of three-nonword lists. DB was also tested on probe recognition tasks. A list of either words or nonwords was read at the rate of about one per second followed by a probe (word or nonword depending on the type of list). The task was to say whether or not the probe appeared in the preceding list. All serial positions were probed. DB was 92% (22/24) correct with four-word lists, 79% (19/42) correct with six-word lists, and 87% (21/24) correct with eight-word lists. With nonwords, he was 79% (19/24) correct with fournonword lists and 75% (18/24) correct with six-nonword lists. In all conditions, DB's performance is outside the normal range.
Reading and Writing
DB was asked to read and write to dictation words from a number of lists in order to assess effects of frequency, length, lexicality, concreteness, and grammatical class. Different lists were used for reading and writing. In reading, DB showed a modest frequency effect, but no length effect. In writing, on the other hand, there was no effect of frequency, but a modest length effect. Both reading and writing showed a lexicality effect, performance be-ing better with words than with nonwords. Neither task showed a part of speech effect. In reading and writing, as well as in repetition (described below), the great majority of errors consisted of substitutions, deletions, insertions, and transpositions of single segments and the most common error was the substitution of a single phonological feature in a single phonological segment.
EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION General Characteristics of the Errors
The general characteristics of DB's speech errors were unaltered across list types and to a lesser extent across different tasks. The same kinds of errors were made in spontaneous speech, picture naming, and to a lesser degree in reading and writing. All the analyses reported in this paper, however, were carried out on speech errors produced during repetition.
In total, DB was given a very large corpus of words to repeat (7552 words). These words came from different lists. Some of them belonged to a morphology battery (Miceli & Capasso, 1985) that was administered to DB twice, once in 1987 and once in 1988. Others were devised to explore in more detail the repetition deficit shown by DB and were administered in 1989. These latter lists had a higher proportion of words with difficult syllabic structures (henceforth the ''phonology lists''). All of DB's production was tape-recorded. DB's responses were scored by one of the two authors and spot-checked by the other. Both authors, like the patient, are native speakers of Italian. Performance was very similar on the two presentations of the morphology lists, except for fewer deletions on the second presentation. Performance was also similar on the phonology lists except for more deletions.
The great majority of DB's errors result in a phonologically related nonword and can be categorized as substitutions, deletions, insertions, and transpositions of single phonemes. Table 3 shows overall the proportions of the different kinds of errors made by DB. Among single-and two-phoneme errors, 264 resulted in a morphologically related word and 54 in a morphologically unrelated word. The most parsimonious explanation of these errors is that they are phonological errors like the others which result in another word either by chance or because lexical factors influence which phoneme is selected to replace an unavailable phoneme (see Romani, Semenza, and Grana' (1998b) for relevant evidence and discussion). The great majority of DB's morphological errors were single vowel substitutions (226/264). Since all words in Italian are inflected, a single vowel substitution at the end of the word has a very high chance of resulting in an inflectional error. At any rate, because it is possible that these errors have a morphological basis, they will be excluded from our analysis of DB's vowel substitutions. 
Other Effects on DB's Errors
Lexical effects. On the first presentation of the Morphology Battery, DB showed no part of speech effect: he repeated correctly 75% of nouns (113/ 150), 73% of adjectives (51/70), and 62% of verbs (31/50) (χ 2 (2) ϭ 3.3; p ϭ .18). He also did not show a strong lexicality effect. He repeated correctly 78% of words (1778/2270) and 73% of nonwords (145/200) (cont. adj. χ 2 (1) ϭ 3.3; p ϭ .07). A significant effect, however, might be obtained using better controlled lists. A frequency effect also did not reach significance at this time. He repeated correctly 75% of high frequency words (113/ 150) and 66% of low frequency words (73/110) (cont. adj. χ 2 (1) ϭ 2.1; p ϭ .15; frequencies following Bortolini, Tavaglini, and Zampolli (1972) ). A frequency effect did emerge, however, when we considered the whole corpus of DB's errors and looked at the frequency of words repeated correctly and incorrectly. Overall the mean frequency of words repeated correctly was 59.9, the mean frequency of words repeated incorrectly was 19.8 (t ϭ 5.9; p Ͻ .0001; word frequencies calculated using the Bercellona Corpus (1994)-1,500,000 words-which incorporates Bortolini et al. (1972) ).
Length. DB showed a quite clear length effect. Depending on the number of phonemes in the word, his proportion of correctly repeated words was as follows: 4-5 phonemes, 94% (143/152); 6-7 phonemes, 91% (607/669); 8-9 phonemes, 77% (725/947); 10-11 phonemes, 62% (230/372); 12-14 phonemes, 39% (226/66) (χ 2 (4) ϭ 215; p Ͻ .0001). Considering only morphologically simple words with a CV-CV structure (N ϭ 248), the mean length of words repeated correctly was 6.8 phonemes; the mean length of words repeated incorrectly was 8.5 phonemes.
Positional effects. We looked at DB's rate of substitution and deletion errors at the beginning, middle, and end of words.
3 Including morphological errors, DB made 133, 381, and 448 substitutions in initial, medial, and final positions, respectively. The same tendency is present with deletion errors. There were 57 deletions in initial position, 134 in medial position, and 153 in final position. Excluding morphological errors, 197 substitutions were made in word-final position (deletions never resulted in a morphologically related word). Thus, even excluding morphological errors, DB makes more errors at the end than at the beginning of a word.
The analyses presented in the rest of the paper will be carried out on DB's phonological errors involving one or two phonemes. Since the unit of analyses will be individual errors, errors involving two phonemes will be considered as two distinct errors. These analyses will involve looking at the proportion of DB's errors on different syllabic configurations. Given the large number of words given to DB, the number of targets will be generally very large and independent factors, such as frequency and length, are likely to balance out. More importantly, there is no evidence that in Italian (or in any other language) the distribution of syllable types varies depending on word frequency or word length. There is also no evidence that the distribution of syllable types varies with word position if one excludes the very beginning and the very end of a word (e.g., Italian generally does not allow closed syllables at the end of words). Thus, it is very unlikely that DB's different error rates on different syllable types can be accounted for in terms of word frequency, length, or positional effects.
Syllabic Constraints on Deletion Errors
Onsets Any theory of syllabic complexity predicts that deletion errors should occur very rarely on simple onsets and should concentrate, instead, on complex 3 Syllable positions have been collapsed into initial, medial, and final positions as follows: onsets and codas, thus reducing these more complex configurations to the most simple CV template. According to the SDP, however, syllables also vary in complexity depending on the sonority relation among segments. Therefore, we should expect deletions to increase progressively, within both simple and complex onsets, according to the complexity ranking described above. For complex onsets, moreover, we should expect that errors should concentrate on those segments whose deletion maximizes the difference in sonority between the remaining consonant and the vowel since this would result in a syllable with a lower complexity ranking (e.g., for OGV Ͼ OV and not Ͼ GV since OV is better than GV). Finally, if DB's errors depend on a sonority-based notion of syllabic complexity, we should expect few errors with complex onsets of the type /s/-obstruent. There is general agreement, in fact, that these configurations are not part of the inventories of complex onsets of any language since they violate the fundamental principle that sonority should increase from the margin of the syllable to the peak (e.g., Cairns & Feinstein, 1982; Harris, 1983) .
Results. DB deletes 0.01% (21/20111) consonants in simple onset compared to 9.7% (249/2560) consonants in complex onset (continuity adjusted χ 2 ϭ 1787; p Ͻ .0001). Table 4 reports DB's percentage of deletions on syllable types ranked according to the SDP. Deletion rates follow a sonoritybased hierarchy of syllable types remarkably well for both simple and complex onsets. In simple onsets, the ranking is what is predicted by the SDP. The probability of obtaining this by chance is 1/24 (p Ͻ .05). In complex bisegmental onsets, there is only one exception to the SDP ranking: DB makes fewer errors on fricative-/y/ onsets than on affricative-y onsets, while the SDP predicts the opposite. The correlation between the ranking predicted by the SDP and the one obtained in DB is very high and highly significant (Kendal tau coefficient ϭ .93; z ϭ 3.2; p Ͻ .001). All individual differences between major syllable types are also highly significant. Fewer deletions are made on OLV than on OyV syllables (cont. adj. χ 2 ϭ 24; p Ͻ .0001), on OyV than on NyV syllables (cont. adj. χ 2 ϭ 6.9; p Ͻ .001), and on NyV than on LyV syllables (cont. adj. χ 2 ϭ 15; p Ͻ .0001). Table 4 we have included palatalizations errors. In a palatalization, a consonant followed by a glide is substituted by a single palatalized consonant (e.g., /attornyare/ Ͼ /attorar are/). The inclusion of palatalization, therefore, is motivated by the fact that these errors involve both the deletions and the substitution of a segment. At any rate, very similar results are obtained by excluding palatalization as shown below and the correlation between DB's deletion rates and the ranking predicted by the SPD remains highly significant (Kendal tau coefficient with ties ϭ .65; z ϭ 2.28; p ϭ .01):
Complex bisegmental onsets, excluding palatalization Table 4 also shows which segments are deleted by DB in complex onsets. Excluding palatalizations in which both segments are affected, in an OLV syllable, the segment deleted most often is the liquid (liquids ϭ 22; obstruents ϭ 2); in an OyV syllable, it is the glide (glides ϭ 32; obstruents ϭ 2); in a NyV syllable, again it is the glide (glides ϭ 4; obstruents ϭ 0); finally, in a LyV, it is the liquid (liquids ϭ 120; glides 12). Thus, in three of four cases DB deletes the segment of higher sonority and produces the least marked syllable.
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Finally, it has to be noted that DB makes only one error in the case of complex onsets involving /s/ (/skyu.meg.gi/ Ͼ /sku.meg.gi/). This is in spite of 391 onsets of this type present in our corpus. The exception is striking given DB's tendency to simplify complex onsets in all other cases. We have seen that phonological theory places these onsets outside the domain of application of all sonority principles (e.g., Harris, 1983 ). DB's lack of errors confirms their special status.
An alternative explanation? The majority of DB's consonant deletions involve segments of high sonority (238/301 ϭ 79% of errors involve liquids and glides). The sonority of the segments per se, however, cannot fully account for the error pattern since error probability is strongly influenced by context. For example, 0.4% of /r/'s deletions (12/2695) occur in simple onsets, but 2.2% occur in complex onsets (22/1046) (cont. adj. χ 2 ϭ 231; p Ͻ .0001). Equally, absolute differences in sonority, without reference to syllabic context, cannot totally account for DB's errors. We have compared deletion rates on bisegmental clusters where the two consonants are tautosyllabic (they belong to the same syllable; e.g., pa.dre) and where they are heterosyllabic (they belong to different syllables; e.g., pan.da). DB makes significantly more deletions on tautosyllabic clusters (249/2560 ϭ 9.7%) 5 fricative-y-V 5.5 9/163 6 NyV 3.8 4/104 7 lyV 17.3 7/52 8 ryV 36.9 127/344 5 One way of accounting for the different pattern on rG-onsets (deletions concentrate on /r/ which is less sonorous than the glide) is to hypothesize that there are two procedures of syllabic simplification. The first procedure simplifies onsets by deleting the most sonorous segment. In this way the difference in sonority between the remaining consonant and the vowel is maximized and a better syllable is produced. The second procedure applies only when there is little difference in sonority between the consonants and simplifies onsets by deleting the segment that is further from the peak. Examples of this second procedure can be found in the history of languages. For example, in English, the phoneme /p/ has disappeared from words like ''psychology'' or ''pneumonia.'' /p/ could have been deleted in these cases because /p/ and /s/ or /p/ and /n/ are close in sonority and /p/ is the segment further from the peak. In rGV syllables, DB would apply the second simplification procedure since the sonority of /r/ is close to that of the following glide (for a theoretical foundation of simplification procedures see Calabrese, (1995) ). Note. 1 ϭ least complex; 4 ϭ most complex. a We report onsets involving the glide /w/ separately since there are reasons to believe that in Italian /w/ is part of the nucleus and not of the onset of the syllable when it is in prevocalic position (see Marotta, 1988) . than on heterosyllabic clusters (8/3439 ϭ .2%, all in coda position; cont. adj. χ 2 ϭ 327; p Ͻ .0001). One may object that the tautosyllabic sequences are more susceptible to errors because they include more consonants with similar levels of sonority. To deal with this point, we have carried out a second analysis restricted to clusters where /r/ and an obstruent are flanked by vowels. We have contrasted cases where /r/ and the obstruent are in the same syllable with cases where they belong to different syllables (e.g., a.tro.ce vs. ar.ca.no). As before, many more deletions occur in the case of tautosyllabic clusters than in the case of heterosyllabic clusters (V.OrV, 12/ 158 ϭ 7.5%; Vr.OV, 3/578 ϭ .5%; Fisher exact test; p Ͻ .0001). Since the difference in sonority between adjacent sounds is exactly the same in these two conditions, these results confirm that DB has trouble with particular syllabic configurations and not simply with sequences of sounds of similar sonority.
Codas
According to Clements' SDP, sonority dispersion is preferred in the initial part of the syllable up to the peak, but not in the final part of the syllable, from the peak on. Thus, unlike onsets, codas are less complex when they contain sonorants (liquids and glides) and more complex when they contain nasals and obstruents. Tables 2 and 4 show a possible ranking of Italian codas. As already discussed, however, obstruent codas are possible in Italian only in the case of /s/ or of a geminate and these are likely to be special cases. It is unclear, moreover, whether, in Italian, a glide in coda is any different than a full vowel. There is no distinction in terms of segmental content between high vowels (/i/ and /u/) and the corresponding glides (/y/ and /w/). The main difference is stress and duration: glides are vowels produced in a reduced form. In Italian, nobody doubts the existence of glides in onsets, but there are doubts as to whether they exist in codas since experimental evidence shows that the duration of high vocoids (/i/, /u/) is shortened in onset, but not in coda (Marotta) (1988) ; see also Burani and Cafiero (1991) for consistent experimental results). To a certain extent, whether a high vocoid is produced as a glide or as a vowel depends on personal style and speech rate (a vowel may be pronounced as a glide in fast speech). Given DB's low speech rate, there are good reasons to consider VG sequences as no different than sequences of two vowels (hiatuses).
Results. DB makes 40/6040 ϭ .7% deletion errors in coda. This is significantly more errors than in simple onset (cont. adj. χ 2 ϭ 62; p Ͻ .0001), adding to the evidence that DB prefers simpler syllable types. Errors do not increase according to the SDP. Given the discussion above, however, the only segments clearly in codas are liquids and nasals. DB shows no significant difference between the two, but this could be due to the paucity of the errors.
Vowel Deletions and Syllable Contacts
Vowels constitute an integral part of a syllable. Their deletion, therefore, would generally result, not only in an increase of syllabic complexity, but also in a violation of phonotactic constraints. There are two contexts, however, where vowels can be deleted: in the case of a vowel sequence (a hiatus, e.g., po.e.si.a) or in the case of a vowel in word-initial position (e.g., a.mo.re). Sonority has been used to define not only complexity within syllables, but also complexity of sequences which occur across a syllable boundary. According to ''The Syllable Contact Law,'' a syllable contact is preferred to the extent that the first segment outranks the second in sonority (e.g., ar.na is better than an.ra, because /r/ is more sonorous than /n/; see Hooper (1976) , Murray and Vennemann (1983) , and Vennemann (1988) ). This is consistent with the fact that sonorous consonants are preferred in coda: they create a high sonority contrast with the onset of the following syllable. If DB's speech is affected by sonority-based principles of complexity, therefore, we should expect a high rate of vowel deletions on vowel sequences (hiatuses) where there is no sonority difference at all between adjacent syllables.
What to expect in the case of vowels in word-beginning position is more unclear. On the one hand, single vowel syllables are clearly marked compared to CV syllables. While all languages allow CV sequences (and, in fact, some allow only CV sequences), single vowel syllables are not allowed by many languages. In fact, for perceptual and articulatory reasons, it is difficult to conceive of a language that would consist only of vowels. However, the prohibition against single vowel syllables often applies only word-internally, in the context of a hiatus (V.V), but not word-initially (see Guerssel, 1986; and Dell & Elmedlaui, 1985 , for examples and discussion). In word-initial position, a segment does not compete for sonority with any preceding segment. This may actually make high sonority segments in general, and vowels in particular, preferred in this position.
Results. DB makes 26 vowel deletions, 44 if we consider glides in coda to be full vowels as argued above (e.g., /a.u.ste.ro/ and not /aw.ste.ro/). With two exceptions, DB never deletes a vowel in a syllable with an onset. Ninetyone percent (40/44) of DB's vowel deletions occur in the context of a hiatus (e.g., /ri.or.di.na/ Ͼ /ror.di .na/) and only two vowel deletions occur in word-initial position. This is in spite of the large number of vowel-initial words in our corpus (N ϭ 1763) and in Italian in general. A difference between vowel deletions in hiatus and in word-initial position is highly significant even when we control for word position by considering only hiatuses which occur at the beginning of the word (between first and second syllable). DB makes 4.7% (14/344) deletions in the context of a hiatus and 0.1% (2/1763) deletions in word-initial position (cont.adj. χ 2 ϭ 55; p Ͻ .0001). DB's insertions show the same trend: in 35 cases, a consonant is inserted between two vowels to eliminate a hiatus (e.g., /bal.la.i/ Ͼ /bal.la.ri/), while in only one case is a consonant inserted before a vowel in word-initial position (/un. e.re/ Ͼ /pun. e.re/). These results show that DB has a problem with single vowel syllables only when they occur in the context of a hiatus. Thus, they support the hypothesis that hiatuses are difficult because of the null difference in sonority between adjacent vowels and not because they involve a single vowel syllable. In word-initial position, in fact, single vowel syllables are unproblematic.
Deletion rates on different vowels will be discussed later on together with the substitution errors.
Conclusions
DB's deletion errors in onset clearly support the existence of hierarchies of syllable types derived from the SDP. Not only are more errors made in complex than in simple onsets, but, within both simple and complex onsets, deletion rates increase progressively the more the segments are close in sonority to one another. The only complex onsets on which DB makes almost no errors are those involving /s/-O which are outside the SDP. DB's vowel deletions are also influenced by sonority contrasts: they occur when two vowels are in sequence, but not in word-initial position. Deletions in coda do not conform to the SDP, but coda positions offer few contrasts and there are few data points. This issue will be raised again in the General Discussion.
Syllabic Constraints on Substitution Errors
The largest category of errors made by DB is substitutions. It is important, therefore, to establish whether substitutions, like deletions, are conditioned by the SDP. DB makes 962 substitutions overall. The majority (642/962 ϭ 67%) are on consonants. Error rates are respectively 2.0% (642/30776) for consonants and 1.2% (320/26998) for vowels (cont. adj. χ 2 ϭ 327; p Ͻ .0001). Consonants are replaced with consonants and vowels with vowels (with only three exceptions). Seventy-eight percent (503/642) of consonant substitutions involve a single phonological feature. These characteristics have been noted before in the errors of aphasics (see Blumstein, 1973 Blumstein, , 1978 . Moreover, in our corpus, glides are occasionally replaced by liquids (N ϭ 6), and vice versa (N ϭ 4) (e.g., /miʎʎa.ya/ (thousands) Ͼ /miʎʎa.ra/; /di.lu.vyo/ (storm) Ͼ /di.yu.vyo/). This shows that the syllabic structure of the target constrains the nature of the substitution.
Consonant Substitutions
Nature of substitutions. The SDP states that the greater the sonority dispersion in the onset the better the syllable, while the opposite holds for codas. According to the SDP, therefore, we should expect consonant substitutions in simple onsets to decrease sonority since this maximizes the difference with the following vowel. The same trend should be expected in complex onsets, provided that the error occurs on the most peripheral consonant, since this again maximizes sonority dispersion. This trend, however, should not be present in codas.
Relative rate of substitutions. Blumstein (1978) has reported that, unlike deletions, substitutions occur mostly on single onsets. However, she has considered absolute numbers and not error rates. We would expect substitutions to occur in both contexts, since they can increase the ''goodness'' of a syllable in either cases. The relative error rate is more difficult to predict. Generally, we would expect more errors in complex onsets. However, DB already makes many deletions in this context which may keep the number of substitutions down. Finally, Italian does not allow complex codas and, for simple codas we have argued that it allows only liquids and nasals. Therefore, few substitutions should be made on codas since liquids and nasals are already high-sonority segments which are optimal in this position.
Results. DB makes about the same rate of substitution errors in simple onsets (490/20115 ϭ 2.4%) and complex onsets (90/2560 ϭ 3.5%), but significantly fewer substitutions in codas (17/5706 ϭ 0.3%; cont. adj. χ 2 ϭ 101 and 87; p Ͻ .001) (geminate substitutions are not included since their syllabic position is ambiguous). The proportion of errors resulting in complications versus simplifications of syllabic structures according to SDP are reported in Table 5 . It is to be noted that all of DB's substitutions in complex onsets involve the external consonants (glides and liquids in complex onsets are eliminated through deletion).
As predicted by the SDP, DB makes significantly more errors that decrease than increase sonority in both simple onsets (χ 2 ϭ 61; p Ͻ .001) and complex onsets (χ 2 ϭ 3.9; p ϭ .05). While substitutions decrease sonority in onsets, they do not in codas. This last result is also consistent with what is predicted by SDP, but it should be taken with caution because of the small number of the errors. The fact that high sonority segments are preferred in coda, however, is also supported by the fact that DB makes significantly more substitutions on these segments when in onset than in coda. It has to be noted that many of DB's errors which decrease sonority in onset are devoicing errors (DB makes 222 devoicing errors versus 41 voicing errors). Since these errors are often made by patients with articulatory difficulties (e.g., Blumstein, Cooper, Goodglass, Statlender, & Gottlieb, 1980) , one could argue that while DB's pattern is a consequence of articulatory difficulties, it is not related to contrasts in sonority. DB's onset substitutions, however, show the same simplification pattern even when one excludes errors involving ϩ/Ϫ voicing: 63% (148) of the errors result in a less sonorous segment and only 37% (87) in a more sonorous segment (χ 2 ϭ 8.0; p Ͻ .005).
Finally, one should note that DB makes no substitutions of /s/ in coda (0/717), paralleling the lack of errors in the case of deletions. We can offer the same explanation, namely, that /s/ in coda is syllabified by a special rule which makes no reference to the SDP.
Syllabic versus Phonological Markedness
Previous studies have reported that substitution rates are determined by the markedness or frequency of the segment (markedness and frequency are two largely overlapping concepts). Some studies have shown that aphasic patients tend to replace more marked (complex) segments with less marked segments (Jakobson, 1941; Blumstein, 1973; Klich, Ireland, & Weidner, 1979) . One study has shown that more substitutions occur on segments that are less frequent in the language (Ferreres, 1990 ). An important question to address, therefore, is whether syllabic complexity, segmental complexity, or both play a role in determining DB's substitution errors.
Segmental markedness. It is commonly assumed not only that combinations of segments (syllables) differ in complexity, but also that segments in isolation have an intrinsic complexity (Kean, 1981; Basbøll, 1981; Maddieson, 1984; Eckman, Moravcsik, & Wirth, 1986; Calabrese, 1995) . The criteria used by linguistics to establish segmental complexity are quite similar to those used to establish syllabic complexity, that is, frequency within and between languages, age of acquisition, and, most importantly, implicational universals: if a marked segment (or class of segments) is present in a language, the corresponding unmarked segment (or class of segments) should also be present (see, Greenberg, 1978) . As was the case for syllabic complexity, one can imagine that the least marked segments are those which are perceptually/articulatorily easier.
Contrary to what happens with syllables, however, segments cannot be organized into a hierarchy of complexity. Phonemes are seen by phonologists as bundles of binary features. Markedness is established in terms of which of the binary values of a feature creates a less marked combination in the context of the other features in the bundle. Thus, to establish the absolute markedness of segments is not possible. It is possible to establish only the relative markedness of two features given the same contexts. Contrary to what happens for syllables, moreover, there is not a single principle like the SDP which defines segmental markedness, and empirical criteria are sometimes in disagreement with one another. For example, /r/ is usually acquired late in language development and after /l/ (e.g., Jakobson, 1941 Jakobson, , 1968 Smith, 1973) . However, /r/ does not seem to be less widely distributed across languages than /l/ (Greenberg, 1978) . For the sake of clarity, a listing of the features which we consider marked in Italian, with their relative contexts, is provided in Appendix A.
Results. Substitutions involving multiple features which went in different directions were scored as ambiguous (N ϭ 15). Three neutral errors were also excluded. Leaving aside voicing/devoicing errors, 196 (55%) of substitutions result in a less marked segment and 163 (45%) result in a more marked segment (χ 2 ϭ 1.5; ns). This provides some evidence that syllabic complexity is more important than segmental markedness in constraining DB's errors. It is to be noted that, in most cases, the outcome of substitutions coincide in terms of segmental and syllabic markedness. Most substitutions occur in simple onsets where less sonorous segments are not only less marked in terms of syllabic complexity, but they are also generally less marked in terms of segmental complexity. Two other considerations, however, also suggest that syllabic markedness is a more important factor than segmental markedness for DB. Segmental markedness predicts the same rate of substitutions in onset and in coda while syllabic markedness predicts different error rates since segments that are optimal in onset are not favored in coda and vice versa. We have already seen that DB makes more substitutions on liquids and nasals in onset than in coda. A second consideration involves the palatalization errors that have been included in Table 4 . These errors involve both a deletion and a substitution since the first consonant of a complex onset and the following glide are substituted by a single palatalized consonant (e.g., /stat.tsyo.ne/ Ͼ /stat.tʃone/, /at.tor.nya.re/ Ͼ /at.tor. a.re/). These ''merging'' substitutions produce a segment which is more marked than the target. Thus, when in conflict, the need for a simpler syllabic structure wins over the need for a simpler segmental configuration. Notably, DB makes 30 errors of this type, while there are only four cases of the opposite kind of error (e.g., /proʃ.ʃut.to/ Ͼ /pros.syut.to/). 
Syllable Contacts
We have reported that deletions reduce not only the complexity of syllable types but also the complexity of syllable contacts. Do substitutions have the same effect? We have seen that the best contact is one where the difference in sonority is the greatest. The need for decreasing the sonority of a consonant in onset, therefore, should depend, in part, on the preceding segment. This need should be minimal if there is no preceding segment at all, as in word-initial position, since in this case there is no sonority competition, it should be greatest in the case where the preceding segment is a consonant, and it should be intermediate in the case where the preceding segment is a vowel.
Results. Table 6 reports the proportion of substitutions which decrease versus increase sonority depending on the preceding segment. As predicted, the proportion of errors that decrease sonority is higher when the segment is preceded by a consonant than when it is preceded by a vowel (86% vs. 70%; χ 2 ϭ 17.7; p Ͻ .0001). The same tendency is not found with liquids, but this is not surprising given the small number of errors (it is unclear, however, why DB makes so few errors in this condition). Also, as predicted, the proportion of errors that decrease sonority is higher when the segment is preceded by a vowel than when it is in word-initial position (70% vs. 31%; χ 2 ϭ 23.9; p Ͻ .0001). Here, in fact, there is a reverse of the tendency with more errors which increase rather than decrease sonority. Although this last result is not a direct prediction of the SDP, it is consistent with it and with our previous observation that DB makes very few errors on vowels in wordinitial position. As argued, it is plausible that high sonority segments are favored in this position because they provide a better contrast between silence and speech. Note. Vowels are ranked from the most to the least sonorous according to Goldsmith's (1990) sonority ranking.
Conclusions
Sonority plays a crucial role in determining DB's consonant substitutions as it did for his deletions. In agreement with the SDP, most substitutions in onset, but not in coda, reduce sonority. As we found for deletions, moreover, there is evidence that the errors are motivated more by the complexity of the syllabic contexts in terms of sonority than by the complexity of the segments per se. Finally, as for deletions, the nature of substitutions is also affected by context, with a tendency to increase the contrast in sonority with the preceding segment.
Vowel Errors (Substitutions and Deletions)
Clements (1990) does not discuss vowel sonority. Moreover, given their overall high sonority, differences in sonority among vowels are likely to be less strong than differences among consonants. According to Chomsky and Halle (1968) , for example, /a/ is the only vowel that can be distinguished from the others in terms of sonority and markedness: it is both the most sonorous and the least marked (see also Calabrese, 1995) . However, if, following Clements, differences in sonority are preferred for the first part of the syllable (onset plus nucleus), but not for the second part of the syllable (nucleus plus coda), then high sonority vowels should be generally preferred. A high sonority nucleus, in fact, maximizes the difference in sonority with the preceding consonant.
Results. DB makes only 94 morphologically unrelated vowel substitutions. If we look at the number of vowel-vowel substitutions which increase or decrease sonority there is no overall difference (41 vs. 51 errors), but this is probably due to lack of sonority differences between intermediate vowels. Table 7 shows deletion and substitution errors on vowels ranked for sonority. DB makes the least number of errors on /a/-which is both the most sonorous and the least marked vowel (all differences with other vowels are sig-nificant; χ 2 ϭ 90 Ϫ 12; p Ͻ .001). On the other hand, he makes the most errors on /u/-which is the least sonorous vowel (all differences with other vowels are significant; χ 2 ϭ 90 Ϫ 17; p Ͻ .001). All other differences are not significant. Thus, at the extreme ends of the scale, DB's vowel errors are consistent with his general tendency to maximize the difference in sonority between a consonant in the onset and the following vowel.
Syllabic Constraints on Transposition Errors
It is difficult to make predictions for transpositions in terms of the SDP since it is difficult to use these errors to simplify syllable structure. Because of this, we expect transpositions not to be very common among patients with articulatory difficulties (see, Canter, Trost, & Burns, 1985) . It is possible, however, that transpositions may concentrate on words with difficult syllabic configurations, thus still revealing a difficulty with these structures.
We considered an error to be a transposition if either a segment was moved to a different position in the word (e.g., /benyamino/ Ͼ /byenamimo/) or two segments exchanged positions (e.g., /serale/ Ͼ /selare/). DB makes very few errors of this kind. Only 5.4% (82/1504) of DB's single phoneme errors are transpositions. Of these errors, 93% (76/82) do not change the overall complexity of the word, 7% (6/82) result in a simpler structure, and 0% result in a more complex structure. A good portion of transpositions do change structure, but they do not result in simplifications because a complex structure (a complex onset, a coda or a hiatus) is moved from one position in the word to another or because a complex structure is substituted with another complex structure. Although they are very few, these last errors suggest that hiatuses are harder for DB than complex onsets: 10 transpositions eliminated hiatuses and created complex onsets (/pi.ro.et.ta/ Ͼ /pyo.ret.ta/), while only 5 went in the opposite direction (e.g., /gwer.rye.ro/ Ͼ /gwer.re.i.ro/). They also suggest that complex onsets are harder than codas: 5 transpositions eliminated a complex onset and created a coda (e.g., /re.klu.ta/ Ͼ /re.kul.ta/), but none went the opposite direction. These results are consistent with previous observations showing that DB performs better with codas than with complex onsets and that he has a special difficulty with hiatuses.
Another important feature of transpositions is that, just as for deletions, their majority involve liquids or glides (56/82 ϭ 68%). Most transpositions, moreover (60/82 ϭ 72%), occur on words containing one or more of the syllabic structures that DB finds most difficult: complex onsets (N ϭ 36) and hiatuses (N ϭ 24). Therefore, transpositions still reveal a difficulty with complex syllabic structures in terms of sonority. It is possible that while DB is struggling to produce a complex syllabic configuration, his representation of order becomes less salient in a phonological output buffer. DB's noted phonological short-term memory impairment may contribute to this degradation of information.
Syllabic Constraints on Insertion Errors
Some of the insertion errors made by DB, as well as by other aphasics, are puzzling because they unduly complicate the syllabic structure of the target word. Overall, DB makes 115 insertion errors. Forty percent (46/115) of these errors result in simplifications of syllabic structure, but 60% do not.
Interestingly, as we found for transpositions, most of DB's insertions (85/ 115 ϭ 74%), involve liquids and glides. A possibility, therefore, is that at least a portion of these errors should also be interpreted as perseverations and anticipations. This interpretation is supported by the fact that 71% (49/ 69) of insertions that complicate syllable structure and 56% (26/46) of insertions that simplify syllable structure involve a segment that occurs either earlier or later in the word. Like for transpositions, moreover, most of DB's insertion errors occur on words which contain one or more of the syllabic structures that he finds most difficult: 82/115 ϭ 72% of insertions occur on words containing a complex onset or a hiatus. Beland and Favreau (1991) reported that aphasic patients generally use dentals as epenthetic segments. They interpret this phenomenon as evidence for Underspecification Theory (e.g., Archangeli, 1988) , which assumes that underlying phonological representations consist of ''underspecified'' feature matrices. Dentals would be used more than velars, labials, and nonanterior coronals because the coronal place of articulation is the default value for an underspecified consonant position. This interpretation, however, cannot account for DB's insertions. Although liquids and glides are dentals, according to Underspecification Theory, the consonant inserted most commonly should be /t/ which has an empty feature matrix (all its features are unmarked). DB, however, never inserts /t/ (and he inserts /d/ only once).
While a portion of DB's errors can be interpreted as transpositions, not all can. Moreover, some of the features of DB's symmetric pattern of deletion of liquids and glides and insertion of the same segments remain in need of an explanation. Liquids and glides are the only segments that can be inserted between a consonant and a vowel, and this may explain why these segments are both deleted and most commonly inserted (see Favreau, Nespoulous, and Lecours (1990) for a report of this phenomenon in four fluent aphasics). DB, however, also inserts liquids and glides almost exclusively to break a hiatus (28/35 ϭ 87%; /r/ ϭ 17, /l/ ϭ 6, /y/ ϭ 5). Here insertion of an obstruent consonant would create a simpler syllable. This phenomenon remains to be explained. One possibility is that he inserts a consonant which would decrease the difficulty of the sequences but still maintain a ''high sonority profile.'' Another possibility, perhaps, is that liquids and glides become highly activated during DB's struggle to produce them (even if this struggle is not always successful). Thus, when he has to insert a phoneme, liquids and glides may be among the most activated segments. 6 
GENERAL DISCUSSION
Our study has presented substantial evidence that the errors of DB, a patient with articulatory difficulties, are influenced by sonority contrasts between adjacent segments. In particular, we have presented evidence that his errors conform to Clements' SDP. We have also seen, however, that not all of the error characteristics conform to this principle. We will start our discussion by reviewing these discrepancies.
The most conspicuous discrepancy with the SDP is the fact that DB does not show complexity effects for codas and generally makes very few errors on codas. One explanation for this pattern is that DB has problems with onsets, but not codas. This, however, is quite unlikely given his general tendency to simplify syllable structure. A more likely explanation has to do with the characteristics of the Italian language. Italian does not allow complex codas, and there are reasons to believe that it only allows the simplest of the simple codas: those made by a liquid or a nasal. There is, therefore, little scope for DB's errors to simplify codas and little scope to assess a hierarchy of complexity for codas. Further studies are needed to disentangle these possibilities and gather evidence for the relative complexity of codas. It would be particularly useful to consider patients speaking languages having both complex codas like English and French and/or a variety of simple codas (see Beland et al., 1990; and Ferreres, 1990 for some preliminary evidence).
Other, more minor features of DB's errors do not fit with predictions based on the SDP. We have seen that, on ryV syllables, /r/ was generally deleted instead of /y/. We also expected more substitutions that decreased sonority in the case of a consonant preceded by a liquid. Generally, we have seen that not all of DB's substitutions resulted in simplifications. Some actually resulted in complications. Finally, we have also seen that a good portion of insertions resulted in complications. Clearly, it is possible that other principles, besides sonority, operate in constraining DB's output. An example already discussed is segmental markedness. DB's errors are affected more by syllabic complexity than by segmental complexity since error rates on the same segments (both deletions and substitutions) change depending on syllabic position. We cannot exclude, however, that phonological markedness also plays a role and, indeed, we would expect this to be the case. Although a patient with mild articulatory difficulties like DB may have problems mainly with difficult sequences of segments, problems with individual segments may be revealed when segments are particularly complex. One clear example may be DB's substitution of /s/ for /ʃ/ (where /s/ is less marked than /ʃ/, but not less sonorous). There were 19 of these substitutions in our corpus and none in the opposite direction. Another factor which may also play a role in DB's speech is the place of articulation of contiguous consonants (see Beland et al., 1990) .
We do not claim to have provided an exhaustive account of all the factors affecting DB's speech, but to have shown that syllabic complexity and sonority play an important role in explaining his performance. This is clearly shown in Table 8 which presents a summary of all of DB's errors involving one or two phonemes (deletions, substitutions, insertions, and transpositions) according to whether they complicate or simplify syllable structure. We considered a simplification any error which eliminated a complex onset, a coda, or a hiatus. Conversely, we considered a complication any error which created one of these structures. We also considered substitutions which decreased sonority in onset or increased it in coda to be simplifications, while substitutions with the opposite outcome were considered to be complications (examples for each type of simplification or complication error are reported in Appendix B). Errors which did not simplify or complicate syllable structure were excluded from this analysis (N ϭ 513). They involved vowel substitutions, consonant substitutions that did not change sonority, transpositions that did not change syllable structure, errors either creating or eliminating a single vowel syllable in word-initial position (there were only three errors like this), and errors that both created and eliminated a complex structure.
The results of Table 8 confirm what has already been suggested by our analyses of each error type. DB's errors show a clear tendency to eliminate complex syllabic structures: overall, three times more errors result in simplifications than in complications. It is also clear that the structures which are more problematic for DB are hiatuses and complex onsets: 11 times more errors eliminate a hiatus than create one, and 4 times more errors eliminate a complex onset than create one.
The quantitative overview provided by Table 8 is strengthened by our observations on individual error types:
(a) An important feature of DB's error pattern which is not captured by Table 8 is that deletion rates increase steadily with increasing complexity according to the SDP: progressively more errors are made in onsets with decreasing sonority dispersion. Note. SO, simple onset; CO, complex onset; err ϭ errors; tar ϭ targets.
(b) Although most of transpositions and insertions are not syllabic simplifications they still occur on words containing those syllabic structures which DB finds most difficult: words containing complex onsets and hiatuses.
(c) Among vowels, DB makes the least number of deletion and substitution errors on /a/, which is the most sonorous vowel, and the least number of errors on /u/, which is the least sonorous vowel.
(d) Finally, we have noted that DB makes no errors on complex onsets made by /s/ϩobstruent. These onsets, however, are a general exception to a sonority-based definition of ''syllable,'' since /s/ is less sonorous than the following obstruent. To explain this exceptional pattern, some linguists suggest that /s/ is not really part of the syllable, but it is a ''premargin'' (e.g., Cairns & Feinstein, 1982) , others, as we have discussed, suggest that /s/ is adjoined to the syllable by a special rule which is not sensitive to sonority constraints (Harris, 1983; Steriade, 1982) . Whatever, ultimately, is the explanation, it is interesting that DB treats /s/ϩobstruent onsets differently, so that the linguistic phenomena described by phonological theories and DB's errors are in close correspondence even with regard to exceptions.
These analyses provide good evidence that DB's errors are influenced not only by syllabic complexity, but also by a sonority-based notion of syllabic complexity (as shown by deletion rates, nature of substitutions, and difficulties with hiatuses). Each of the characteristics described above showing an influence of sonority on DB's errors, by itself, could occur for independent reasons. Taken together, however, they provide a strong pattern. This is especially true since syllabic simplifications are not a necessary characteristic of phonological errors. In a forthcoming paper (Romani, Semenza, & Grana', 1997b) , we describe a patient who, superficially, makes phonological errors very similar to DB's, but who makes, overall, about the same number of errors which result in complications and simplifications of syllabic structure. Future studies will provide further evidence for which of the characteristics we have described in DB cooccur and which (if any) dissociate in patients with similar production problems. This will help us to gauge evidence for and against the SDP and ultimately to refine and revise this principle. We believe, however, that, in order to make progress in this area and judge whether linguistic principles are an important factor constraining aphasic errors, future studies will have to carry out linguistic analyses at the level of detail of those exemplified by the present study.
Locus of Impairment
Given the characteristics of DB's errors described above where could we place the locus of his deficit? We have seen that DB has no problems with phonological discriminations in input tasks, while his speech is articulatorily effortful. These characteristics place his problem on the output side of the phonological system. While DB's speech is articulatorily effortful, however, he does not produce slurred phonemes. Moreover, his errors are clearly influenced by linguistic factors, especially syllabic complexity. These characteristics rule out a peripheral articulatory problem and suggest a more central deficit of articulatory programming. To see how this problem may result in errors with the characteristics shown by DB, consider a production model with the following four stages:
(1) Phonological lexicon. Lexical representations make available, for each word, a number of phonemes, their order, as well as prosodic and syllabic information.
(2) Phonological output buffer. The phonological segments activated in the lexicon are copied into an output buffer where they are syllabified and where other parameters relevant to the idiosyncratic production of a word are set (e.g., emotional pitch, volume, etc.).
(3) Articulatory planning. Using information in this buffer, articulatory planning transforms a set of abstract phonological features into a series of muscle commands. Given the production model outlined above, our hypothesis is that, in DB, a difficulty in computing articulatory programs leads to simplifications of the abstract phonological representation that is the immediate antecedent of these programs. In other words, a deficit at the third level (articulatory planning) leads to simplifications at the second level (phonological representations in an output buffer). A similar mechanism has been invoked to explain why semantic errors (arising at the semantic level) could be caused by a deficit in a following component (the phonological output lexicon; Caramazza & Hillis, 1990) . If DB finds an articulatory program too complex to compute, the phonological representations held in the buffer will be simplified to achieve a degree of complexity lower than normally allowed by Italian. To accomplish the simplification, segments will be deleted, substituted, or inserted.
If our hypothesis of DB's locus of impairment is correct, this implies that the dimension of complexity formalized by the SDP can be interpreted in terms of articulatory complexity (and possibly perceptual complexity). In other words, generally, syllabic configurations where adjacent segments are close in sonority would be more difficult to articulate than configurations where there is a contrast in sonority and the stronger the contrast the better the configuration. That the SDP has articulatory underpinnings is quite likely from a theoretical point of view. Our language system has developed for the purpose of efficient communication and it is reasonable that the most successful syllable types, those with a wider distribution within and between languages, are those that are both easier to perceive and easier to articulate.
We have assumed that DB's phonological errors are the result of an articulatory planning deficit, consistent with the hesitant quality of his speech. Another possibility, however, is that they are the result of a more central phonological deficit. For example, DB's deficit may involve the algorithm that syllabifies phonological representations. This, however, does not explain why DB would syllabify phonological representations using a lower degree of complexity than normally accepted by Italian. It seems to us that an articulatory impairment provides a deeper level of explanation. Another possibility is that DB's phonological errors are caused by a faster than normal decay in a phonological buffer. This explanation is consistent with DB's reduced span. However, while we believe that decay from the buffer may play a more direct role in causing his transposition and insertion errors, it is not clear why decay should generally result in syllabic simplifications. It would be interesting to see whether other patients where phonological errors are associated with a limited digit span, but not with articulatory difficulties, make the same kind of syllabic simplifications as those reported for DB.
Finally, one may wonder whether frequency may provide an alternative explanation of DB's data: more errors may be made on syllable types which are less frequent in the language. Frequency and the SDP, however, are best described not as alternatives, but as different levels of explanation. Frequency distributions, and possibly DB's errors, are the data that the SDP tries to explain; the SDP provides the explanation in terms of a single algorithm based on differences on a sonority scale. It is possible, however, that differences in sonority and familiarity with a given syllabic configuration may both contribute to articulatory fluency. According to the SDP, if a language has syllables at a given level of complexity, it must also have all the syllables at lower levels of complexity. As a consequence of this, across languages, simple syllables have a wider distribution than more complex ones. Within a language, however, the predictions made by a frequency account and by the SDP may not be totally overlapping. Future studies may want to examine the relative influence of familiarity and the SDP when these two principles are in relative contrast.
Differences with Other Interpretations
We have assumed that DB's articulatory difficulty results in phonological simplifications. The concept of simplification or repair strategies has been used by others to explain the errors made by aphasic patients (e.g., Beland et al., 1993; Nespoulous, 1991) . Repair strategies would be used by a patient to deal with a phonological representation that cannot be processed in a normal fashion. Beland et al. (1993) , for example, state ''A neurological disease can impair the functioning of the phonological component. The phonological parameter settings are thus affected: parameters that are normally positively set are momentarily or permanently negatively set by aphasic patients, resulting in an increase of negative constraints in comparison with normal subjects.'' In this case, the patient may simplify the phonological representation to comply with the new constraints.
We endorse a similar view. However, we disagree with the Beland et al. claim (1993) that repair strategies are the factor determining all phonological errors. We have suggested that syllabic markedness has a strong influence on all the types of errors made by DB. However, we have invoked the concept of repair strategies to explain only a subset of the errors (substitutions and deletions). We have argued, instead, that most of DB's transpositions and insertions occur when segments are selected in the wrong order while he is struggling to produce a difficult articulatory program. Moreover, Beland et al. claim that the same constraints should hold to explain the phonological errors made by all aphasic patients. By contrast, we want to stress that whether there is an effect of syllabic markedness should depend on the functional damage responsible for the errors. Phonological errors could be the consequence of very different cognitive impairments. For example, they could also occur because of damaged lexical representations, or because of a damaged phonological buffer. These other impairments may have no consequence for the ability to produce difficult syllabic configurations. Consistent with this hypothesis, Favreau et al. (1990) have reported no effect of syllabic markedness in four fluent aphasics and Nespoulous et al. (1984) have reported that Broca's aphasics make more errors simplifying complex clusters than conduction aphasics.
Conclusions
Our study shows how an analysis of aphasic errors benefits from the introduction of detailed linguistic principles and how linguistic principles, in turn, can be tested and developed through an analysis of the errors made by an aphasic patient. It has been recognized for a long time that segment combinations that contrast more sharply in sonority are easier to produce. Only recently, however, has this general principle been elaborated to the point of deriving hierarchies of syllabic configurations and of syllable contacts (e.g., Clements, 1990; Vennemann, 1988) . Overall, DB's results provide good support for these hierarchies and, more generally, for the notion that the same principles of complexity can be used to account for the distribution of syllable types (and syllable contacts) in the languages of the world and to predict the characteristics of errors made by patients with damage to the appropriate component of the production system.
APPENDIX B
Following are examples of DB's errors which have been considered simplifications or complications of syllable structure in 
